Government Terms

Across
1. a document setting out the structure and main principles of a government
5. a government based on religion
9. form of government that is autocratic: government makes all the decisions; people have no freedom or rights (CUBA)
12. power is divided between the central and regional government
13. a country ruled by a king or queen
15. ONE RULER who has unlimited power, citizens have no choice in ruler - no elections are held
16. an opinion to do so
17. citizens (voters) of the country have the power because they vote for the ruler - citizens can be elected
18. the ability to get things done
19. a democracy where the people vote for legislators
20. a democracy where the people vote directly for the leader

Down
2. the central government has all the power
3. a member of a community that has political rights and responsibilities
4. law making body
6. a group of countries/states join together to serve a purpose
7. all people vote on all laws
8. one ruler has power over all the people
10. a country ruled by the people
11. has no government at all
14. small group of people/leaders only answer to each other / no one outside the selected group can be a ruler - no citizen participation